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Welcome to the HPR Insurance Services newsletter. The purpose of this newsletter is to bring you a summary of medical
malpractice and managed care news that we hope will be timely, relevant and in a format you can easily use.

Quick Links...
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Cutting Repeat Hospital Trips -- Simple Idea, Hard to Pull Off
Wall Street Journal
One prescription for slashing billions of dollars from America's health-care spending will come down to questions like this:
Can hospitals persuade discharged patients such as Betty Beauchaine to pass up a Fourth of July hot dog...
Falsified and Missing Records Cover Up Medical Malpractice
TheInjuryBoard.com
According to an investigation by the New York Daily News, an outbreak of faked medical records at New York City hospitals
have led to 16 state citations over the past four years...
Physicians giving expert testimony are regulated by law, professional associations
OrthoSuperSite.com
While courts have generally viewed the programs as assisting the judicial process, critics claim that the impact has a chilling
effect on the willingness of physicians and surgeons to serve as expert witnesses for plaintiffs in malpractice cases...
Deconstructing Negligence: The Role of Individual and System Factors in Causing Medical Injuries
TortsProf Blog
Like most branches of tort law, medical malpractice is largely premised on the notions that injuries arise from individual
carelessness or lack of expertise, that culpable actors can be readily identified, and that their negligence can be deterred by
setting damages sufficiently high to induce medical professionals to take due care. The emerging science of patient safety
takes a very different view of the occurrence and prevention of medical injury in favor of a "systems" view of accident
causation...
The Three Main Causes for Medical Malpractice
TheInjuryBoard.com
Although there are mistakes made in operating rooms every day, prescriptions are written out hastily and patients take a
turn for the worst, there are three major causes for medical malpractice...
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Inland area shortchanged on state funds to cover health care for the poor
The Press Enterprise
Despite continued population growth and high poverty rates, Riverside and San Bernardino counties are among the lowestranked in receiving money to provide state-mandated healthcare to poor residents...
Common Terms Used in Medical Malpractice Suits
TheInjuryBoard.com
As most people are not familiar with legal terminology until they are thrown into a law suit, here are some terms that you
may want to familiarize yourself with if you are considering or are already involved in a medical malpractice lawsuit...
Electronic link may cut cardiac deaths
UPI.Com
Electronic records linked to health experts can help cardiac patients stay healthier, U.S. researchers say. The Kaiser
Permanente study, published in The American Journal of Managed Care, finds a program linking coronary...
California Medical Malpractice Damages Cap Challenge Refused
AboutLawsuits.com
The California Supreme Court has decided not to hear an appeal that attempted to overturn the state's 34-year old cap on
non-ecomomic damages in medical malpractice lawsuits, maintaining the $250,000 limit on plaintiffs' recoveries for pain
and suffering...
Colonscopy Perforation Malpractice Lawsuit Results in $1M Verdict
AboutLawSuits.com
The colonoscopy malpractice lawsuit was filed by Michael Salopek, who went to Dr. David Friedman in February 2005 to
treat a punctured colon that occurred during a colonoscopy. Dr. Friedman failed to locate the hole in Salopek's colon and
assumed that the perforation had healed itself.
HPR Insurance Services is a one-of-a-kind insurance broker working only with healthcare organizations. Our
clients are physicians, medical clinics, medical groups, and hospitals. We work with a select group of clients,
in order to provide them with outstanding, personalized service and unique solutions. Please see our website
at http://hprinsurance.com for more information about us.
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